Art Nouveau was deliberately nouveau. With a spirit of willful reform, this "new art" style between the 1880s and the First World War inflected architecture, design, painting, graphic work, applied arts, and illustration with a radical rejection of imitative historicism and a new undulating aesthetic of flowing lines and organic forms, ripe with linear freedom and a liberation from artistic tradition and expectation. This fresh TASCHEN edition considers Art Nouveau as a broad historical phenomenon with distinct local features. Art Nouveau ("new art" from French) is a style of art and philosophy, which arose in the second half of the 19th century and had been reigning till the beginning of World War I. Its distinctive features include... Art Nouveau is a unique movement covering arts and humanities ranging from fine art, applied and decorative arts to architecture. Art Nouveau (ˈɑrt nuˈvoʊ; French: [aʁ nuvo]) is an international style of art, architecture, and applied art, especially the decorative arts, known in different languages by different names: Jugendstil in German, Stile Liberty in Italian, Modernisme català in Catalan, etc. In English it is also known as the Modern Style (British Art Nouveau style). The style was most popular between 1890 and 1910. It was a reaction against the academic art, eclecticism and historicism of 19th century. Find great deals on eBay for art nouveau book. Shop with confidence. Art Nouveau Style Book of Alphonse Mucha MINT Mucha Alphonse. Brand new. EUR 19.79. From United Kingdom. Buy it now. + EUR 15.10 postage. SPHAONZSOI2ROEHDBLD. Books shelved as art-nouveau: Alphonse Mucha by Sarah Mucha, Alphonse Mucha: The Spirit of Art Nouveau by Victor Arwas, Treasury of Art Nouveau Design & ... Discover new books on Goodreads. Meet your next favorite book. Sign in with Facebook. Sign in options. Join Goodreads. Shelves > Art Nouveau >. Art Nouveau Books. Showing 1-50 of 188. Alphonse Mucha (Hardcover) by. Sarah Mucha. (shelved 6 times as art-nouveau) avg rating 4.27 — 2,196 ratings — published 2000. Want to Read saving... Want to Read.